Lorna Bukkland - Master NLP Trainer

One of Australia’s most experienced NLP Master Trainers
(Has trained with over 60 Internationally recognized Trainers over 28+ years)

Recognised International NLP Training Provider
- NLPU; ABNLP; 11CT; HCA; AAPHAN

Master NLP Trainer - NLP University, LAB Profile Trainer, NLP Health Trainer.
Dilts Strategy Group – SFM Conscious Leadership Trainer,
Certificate IV in Training, Coaching & Business. Whole Brain Thinking. iWAM
Consultant. Former: NLP Neuro-Semantics Trainer. mBIT Master Trainer, Coach,

Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP)
is a behavioural model, and set of explicit skills and techniques, founded by

Richard Bandler and John Grinder in 1975.

Defined As The Study Of The Structure Of Subjective Experience,
NLP studies the patterns or “Programming” created by the interaction between the
Brain - “Neuro”, Language - “Linguistic” and the Body.

From the NLP perspective, it is with this interaction that you produce both effective and ineffective behaviour, and are responsible for the processes behind both human excellence and pathology. Many of the skills and techniques of NLP were derived by observing the patterns of excellence in experts from diverse fields of professional communication including psychotherapy, business, hypnosis, law and education.

NLP Is A Behavioural Science That Provides:
1. An Epistemology – A system of knowledge and values
2. A Methodology – Processes and procedures for applying knowledge and values
3. A Technology – Tools to aid in the application of knowledge and values

NLP contains a set of principles and distinctions which are uniquely suited to analyze and identify crucial patterns of values, behaviour and interrelationships so that they may be put into pragmatic and testable implementations.

NLP provides a way to look past the behavioural content of what people do to the more invisible forces behind those behaviours;
To The Structures Of Thought That Allow People To Perform Effectively.

“Neuro-Linguistic Programming” indicates the integration of three different scientific fields.

The Neuro Component of Neuro-Linguistics is about the nervous system.
A large part of NLP has to do with understanding and using principles and patterns of the nervous system.

According to NLP, Thinking, Remembering, Creating, Vision-Making, and all Other Cognitive Processes, are a result of Programs executed within the human nervous system.
Human experience is a combination or synthesis of the information that we receive and process through our nervous system. Experientially this has to do with sensing the world - Seeing, Feeling, Hearing, Smelling, and Tasting.
There are many overlaps between NLP and other systems of psychology because NLP draws from the neurological, linguistic and cognitive sciences. It also draws from principles of computer programming and systems theory. Its purpose is to synthesize together a number of different kinds of scientific theories and models. One value of NLP is that it brings together different types of theories creating it into becoming a single structure.

Most of the techniques and tools of NLP have been derived through a process called “Modelling.” The primary approach of NLP has been to model effectively behaviours and the cognitive processing behind them.

Over the years it has been a privilege to have been involved in the growth NLP as it has been evolving through the different Generations of NLP, it started with

1st Generation NLP

which was more focussed on the cognitive mind, and how our thoughts were creating our “Maps” which were connected to our outcomes and was mainly focussed on being used to assist with therapy clients in overcoming their limitations. Waa used intensely with hypnotherapy with controversy to begin with.

2nd Generation NLP

then became more about how our “Maps” thoughts, perceptions, ideas, meanings, had a direct link to our Internal Representations we were making, that connected to our ‘Heart’ centre, of how we were feeling, Communicating, Connecting, Relating with self and others, and to what was truly important for us, our “Values”

This was a big shift in the evolution of NLP, and many more NLP trainers became involved in the innovation of more ways in which to apply the basics of NLP, creating many more Patterns, Techniques and Programs. Robert Dilts and Judith De Lozier were two of some of the most prominent creators at this time. Connecting the ‘Mind Mapping’ to the ‘Heart Centre’ and how this affects our ‘Motivation’ and ‘Effectiveness/Ability’ It moved from just therapy based applications, and we began to notice where else were these techniques going to be valuable in communicating with others, one on one or in groups. Becoming also very popular within in Sales Based programs.

3rd Generation NLP

then began evolving even more, when it became more about spreading it in to the many different “Fields”.

It became more prominent in Corporations in their Leadership and management trainings, Team Building, Used in Education, Medical organisations, and into the sporting world coaching elite athletes, Law Firms, Accounting, IT.

We noticed a closing of the ‘Gap’ between the differences in a lot of these fields, and more compassion and understanding within groups working together.

Next Generation NLP

was created by Robert Dilts and Judith De Lozier as they began collaborating with other leaders in the field, creating more innovation, contribution, connection and developing new ways of utilising the many tool and techniques within the field, we saw NLP become a part of the Neurosciences as they began experimenting with excellent results for stroke patients, and other medical challenged conditions. It has become integrated now with many training organisations, Massage, Yoga, Osteopathy, Chiropractic, Neuroscience, Natural therapies, and in some medical fields.

4th Generation NLP

is in the beginnings of development now, and I have been privileged to be a part of this and not sure what will evolve from all of this, and am excited to see where else NLP can and will evolve.
Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) is Effective -

NLP is used in many fields of communication -
Education, Business Management, Coaching, Health, Advertising, Sales, Marketing, HR Development, Training Design and Delivery, Politics, Psychotherapy,

In Fact Wherever and Whenever People I Interact with Each Other.
NLP Is The Study of How People Do What They Do, and How ‘They Best’ Achieve Their Success.

What Are You Wanting In Your Life?
Brisbane NLPworking4u,

NLP Training programmes are among the best in Australia, No high pitch upselling – they are providing you with an exquisite, relaxing, comfortable environment, that is inviting you to be engaged in learning with the greatest possible opportunity of achieving what you are really wanting to be having in your life.

This Exceptional Training Is For

Business Owners ...
Whether your business is a one man show, small, medium or a large corporation - the NLP business communication models, tools, techniques and skills learned in this training will enhance you as a Manager, or business owner, including the ways in which you are relating with your staff. Sales will begin improving, you’ll be gaining new understanding of who you are, and who your clients are, this will assist you in providing more of the results you’re seeking from others ... more often!

Business Professionals ...
All Managers: CEO’s, General Managers, 2IC’s, Project Leaders, Business Consultants, Human Resource Specialists, Transformational Change Agents, Executive, Business and Life Coaches, Mentors, Negotiators, Legal Advisors, Politicians, and People in Sales

Business professionals, whose career is depending on their ability to developing, maintaining and managing people relationships effectively, to communicating more efficiently, in producing excellent results all the time. You will find this course enhances your skills producing the strategies of excellence you are desiring to grow in your own professional and personal life.

Educators, Training and Development Managers ...
For Professors, Educators, Trainers, Teachers, Facilitators, Communicators and mentors. People who know that it would be useful understanding how others are learning, becoming aware of their behavioural patterns, those who are wanting to adapt their content to dovetail in with their students’ learning and behaviour strategies. This will all be shared with experimenting and implementing in our Brisbane NLPworking4u’s NLP training programmes

Sports Men and Women ...
For Cricketers, Footballers, Athletes, Swimmers, Golfers, Coaches, Gymnasts, Physical Fitness Trainers.

If you are wanting to know how to begin motivating and inspiring excellence in sports performance, bodybuilding and/or personal sports coaching, you will really love engaging and participating in this NLP training with many learning ways of how you can and will be ‘excelling’ in your sport.

Health Professionals.
Medical Doctors, Naturopaths, Homeopaths, Counsellors, Therapists, Mental Health Professionals, Body Workers, Dentists, Dieticians, Psychotherapists, Hypnotherapists

If you are health professionals who has the belief that clients/patients can manage their own health maintenance, you will be intruded to learning how to have a clearer understanding of communicating with them even more effectively, so that they will be working/co-operating with you as you are assisting them in becoming aware of how they can begin living in many healthier ways, and so much more.

People Who Are Interested In Personally Developing their own Awareness and Skills

Thank you Lorna for the great work you are doing in making available your professional NLP trainings to us here in Australia, where you put integrity first, and all your expertise and competency that you share so freely on all levels of your training.

Having attended another NLP training prior, this has been a much superior experience for me, I received so much from this training, and the Neuro Semantics added more value, as well as the latest 3rd Gen NLP.

I would highly recommend this NLP training for all levels in business - management, Leadership, customer relations, HR, and office staff. We have noticed better team work, and more productivity within the company. Personally I have also grown and developed in so many ways.

Stephen. P. Melbourne
Why choose Brisbane NLPworking4u?

We Have The Experience – working NLP with clients 20+yrs
We Have Proven Long Term Results – Over 20 years of continuous training, and still learning
We Continue With Educating Ourselves Yearly – with many varied Top International NLP trainers

We Do Not Follow One Code – giving you choices, allows you to have flexibility
We Have Simplified The Processes – Making it easier for your learning, understanding and processing effectively for integrating into your everyday life professionally and personally.

We Have Been A Part Of Many Top International Trainings, continuing our own educating by attending new trainings yearly.

We Talk Our Talk – have our own mentors and coaches, living and using what we are teaching daily in our lives, applying to selves when faced with family/professional challenges.

Lorna continues to amaze you with her self healing over many years & after major surgeries.

Lorna is an Internationally certified NLP Master Trainer, Speaker, Business & Transformational Coach, Facilitator of individually tailored and designed Business and Personal Development Seminars and workshops, who is renowned for her impacting presentations and her ability in producing clients achieving outstanding ability and communication skills with long term results.

Lorna has been training, studying, Coaching and teaching Behavioural Human change, Human excellence, advanced communication skills in the workplace and personally, for over 28yrs. She utilises the programming of Mind powers, NLP, SFM Conscious leadership, Time Line, Words That Change Minds - LAB Profile, Whole Brain Thinking NBI, 3 Brain Coaching, Neuro-Semantics, Meta-States.

How To Run Your Own Brain.

Becoming aware of your own mind-body system, which is working together in producing your life-work balance, for you to be having sustainable behaviour changes. You can be discovering how personal development and peak performance will have you experiencing personal breakthroughs using strategies that will have you achieving personal growth and long lasting life skills for transformation.

Lorna has managed her own businesses for the last 32 years, being in the Beauty, Image and Cosmetic tattooing till 2003, while training in Human excellence, personal transformational skills cognitive behaviour therapy, and communication with Mind Power, NLP, Time Line Therapy™ & Hypnosis since 1991.

Lorna has been running her own coaching and therapy business, trainings and seminars in the related fields of Mind Power and NLP since 1996. She is the director of her company LJV Enterprises Pty Ltd which facilitates trainings in the corporate and private sectors, as well as public trainings. Her clients include corporate, private enterprises, Business owners, General and Senior managers, Coaching Professionals, academics, Sportsmen/women, Teachers, Health Workers and individuals seeking development, professionalism, change and progress in an area of their life.

NLP Master Trainer (NLPUniversity)
Internationally Accredited NLP Trainer
SFM – Conscious Leadership training
AAPHAN Accredited Trainer
NLP Health Certification
Clean Language
LAB PROFILE certified Trainer - Words That Change Minds
Cert 1V Certified Trainer/ Workplace Assessor TAA4
Certificate 1V Business
Certificate 1V Coaching
Master Practitioner NLP (NLP Ass America)
Master Practitioner Time Line Therapy™
Clinic Hypnotherapist - Hypnotherapist (ABH)
Certified Trainer Meta States™
Certified Meta States™ Coach (ACMC) - Business Success Coach
IMAGE CONSULTANT (30 Years Experience)
NBI - WHOLE BRAIN THINKING - Neethling Brain Institute Licensed facilitator Practitioner
Former Neuro-Semantics NLP Trainer - (NSTT) 17yrs
Former mBIT Master trainer, Trainer, & Coach.
Lorna is a past vice president and secretary of AAPHAN (Australian Ass of Hypnotherapy & NLP)

a current member of

- DSG – SFM Conscious Leadership
- ABNLP – Australian Board of NLP
- HCA – Hypnotherapy Council of Australia
- ICF – International Coaching federation
- AAPHAN – Australian Association of Professional Hypnotherapist and NLP
- IICT – International Institute of Complimentary therapies
- NBI – Neethling Brain Institute
- ABNLP – American Board of NLP
- FIIDM - Fellowship Institute of Directors and managers
- ISNS - International Society of Neurosemantics
- IPPA - International Positive Psychology Association
- AIMM – Australian Institute of Management
- QBR – Qld Business review
- WNA – Womens Network Australia
- WIB - Women In Business
- BUSINESS CHICKS
- ACMC - Associate Certified Meta Coaching
- COACHVILLE
- ABH - American Board of Hypnotherapy
- TLTA - Time Line Therapy™ Association

When You are Deciding To Make The First Step in Learning and Discovering Something New, Getting Off To The Right Start In The Best Possible Way Is The Most Important Step You Will Take.

Brisbane NLPworking4u,

believing in the way you begin exploring and experiencing the world of NLP, the educating and mentoring you will be receiving, the people who will be your teachers and classmates, will be contributing to making all the difference in the world as to how easily, quickly and efficiently you will be progressing in your personal and professional NLP competency and evolution. Creating a supportive community enhances your enjoyment to learn.

we only offer a 12 day program that is spaced over 4 months for your maximum learning and for integrating your new skills and awareness, in the past we experienced that many shorter programs were leaving many participants without the required skill level to be feeling confident and comfortable in implementing them into their own lives.

The Brisbane NLP Practitioner Certification Path is designed to be providing you with essential knowledge, understanding, skills and presuppositions in becoming an effective (Neuro-Linguistic Programming) NLP practitioner. Through experiencing first hand the exercises, you will begin discovering and begin recognizing and utilizing the basic patterns of language, sensory awareness, physiology and the mind/body nervous system as you are developing your own competence with fundamental NLP tools and techniques. You will be having full support after your training as you are enhancing your own expertise and skill levels.

This Brisbane NLP Practitioner Certification Program sets a high standard for the field.

Graduate students and Trainers in the field of NLP travel from all corners of the world to learn how Robert Dilts and J Ludith De Lozier have designed it, how they are teaching it and the ways in which they are constantly updating and improving it. We here at Brisbane NLPworking4u are honoured and privileged to have been invited to be the first in Australia to offer this quality NLP Training to you in our own country, saving time and money on overseas travelling.

You will be Trained by a Certified and Internationally recognized, Robert Dilts/Judith De Lozier Master NLPU Trainer, who has been assisting them in training their Trainers and Master Trainers since 2010. Receiving all of their training materials as well as so much more from Lorna’s many training experiences over the last 20years. You will receive many extras to assist you when you leave the training that you will be able to begin incorporating into your own personal life, your coaching or trainings, and within your own working environment.

Some Of The Basic NLP Skills You as a Participant Will Develop Include:

- Identifying Your Own Patterns and Program, Communication and Learning Styles,
- Identifying the Contexts, Goals, Evidence Procedures and Operations that form the fundamental strategies and programs’ people use to organize their experience.
- Defining Well-Formed Outcomes.
- Strategies for Learning, Motivation, Decision Making and Creativity.
- Basic Procedures for Working with Representational Systems and Sub-Modalities.
- Basic Anchoring.
- Recognizing and Utilizing Basic Language Patterns.
- Recognizing and Utilizing Physiological Cues and States.
- Establishing Rapport and Communicating more effectively.
- Achieving and Maintaining States of Excellence.
The Practitioner Course Covers The Essential “Building Blocks” Of NLP.

It includes the fundamental mental, linguistic and physical principles and patterns that make up the core technology and philosophy of Neuro-Linguistic Programming. The skills required to do NLP effectively and ecologically serve as a support for many different kinds of tasks, situations and contexts. Personal, Professional, Career, Medical, Coaching, Training, Therapy.

The most effective process for actually acquiring or improving skills comes through experiential exercises which provide immediate feedback and are organized around what is known in NLP as the T.O.T.E. The assumption of the T.O.T.E. is that behavioural excellence is achieved through having
1) A Fixed Future Goal,
2) Sensory And Behavioural Evidence That Indicates Whether Or Not The Goal Is Being Achieved And
3) A Range Of Operations, Procedures Or Choices With Which To Accomplish The Goal.

The Brisbane NLP University Affiliated Practitioner Program provides the participants with

The Key Goals, Evidence Procedures And Behavioural Operations Necessary To:

- Recognize and Utilize Sensory Representational Systems and Submodalities.
- Identify Sensory Based Predicates.
- Detect Physiological Accessing Cues.
- Calibrate Key Mental and Emotional States.
- Establish and Maintain Rapport.
- Uncover Deeper Structures of Language through Meta Model Patterns and Questions.
- Establish Well-Formed Outcomes.
- Develop Anchoring Skills.
- Manage Personal States.
- Reframe Problematic Behaviours by Finding Positive Intentions.
- Elicit and Utilize Strategies of Excellence
- Basic Meta States

NLP has developed a set of powerful tools, techniques, strategies and models that may be applied in defining and achieving desired states and identifying resources across a wide variety of areas such as Business, Leadership, Management, Creativity, Coaching, Education, Sport, Wellbeing, and Health to name just a few.

NLP is an intelligent way of thinking about complex situations enabling people to become more successful in all areas of life.

The way you begin exploring and experiencing the world of NLP - the education and mentoring you will be receiving, The quiet tropical, peaceful environment, Healthy fresh lunches and refreshments, stress free parking, and the people who will be your teachers and classmates - will be “The Difference That Makes The Difference” in how easily, quickly and efficiently you begin progressing in your personal and professional NLP competency and evolution.

Experiencing the immense possibilities of NLP this year at Brisbane NLPworking4u. Your curiosity and personal power will be activated by this unique and professional training, incorporating learnings from many different training experiences of your NLP Trainers in their own journey over the last 28 plus years. NLP is fascinating and effective because it's logical, informative and practical. It is one of the most powerful methods for achieving positive change in existence today. Make the most of this opportunity and join us here at Brisbane NLPworking4u. Our Participants are from many different areas of life, being curious of how NLP is so powerful that they are compelled, like you, in learning to use NLP, in helping them in achieving greater things in their lives both professionally and personally.

This NLP Australian NLP Practitioner certification is the perfect place for you in starting your NLP education.

The Brisbane NLP Practitioner Certification Program is the first serious class for everyone. If you seek the best NLP Trainers, you must already understand, this 12 day fully comprehensive intensive NLP program enables transformative personal evolution, with pre-training audios and resources to assist you before and between each module, and to have as a reference when training is completed. Begin your NLP educating yourself with this comprehensive, 12-day foundational training.

In the Brisbane NLP/ NLPU Practitioner Certification Program, you will be learning and practicing the fundamental tools of Neuro-Linguistic Programming, benefiting from the very first day of your training from the excellence and experience of a world-class trainer who has been training over 28 years with the top NLP Institutions, and personally approved trainer of many as well as being an affiliate NLP Trainer with Robert Dilts and Judith De Lozier, and is a part of the Next Generation NLPU Training Team.
Training Format -

- This 12-day program is conducted over a four month period, **4 training modules of 3 days**. Friday, Saturday & Sunday (1 work day + weekend) **From 8.30am - 6.00pm Daily**.

- There will be some facilitated group sessions in between at a time agreed at the beginning of the training.

- There will be some pre-study of reading, listening to MP3 recordings, and in between module assignments. NLP working 4u's NLP Practitioner Training has over 120 classroom hours, plus over 100 pre-study hours, with a format designed to ...

- Enable busy people to attend a significant training least likely to affect their work and home life

- Enable skills taught to be put to the test and practiced in between modules

- Allows for optimum integration of these powerful techniques

**Your NLP Training Gives You The Opportunity Of Experiencing and Gaining -**

**Increased Awareness Of Self And Others ...**

- Learn how to stay more ‘present’ without distraction
- Understand your ‘self-talk’
- Learn to ‘read’ people - develop more understanding
- Establish deep rapport by using subtle adjustments to your language and external behaviours
- Understand behavioural patterns, learning how to change the ones you want to

**Heightened Productivity ...**

- Clarify your outcomes and those of your organization
- Gain new communication strategies that will bring your clients to faster decision points
- Manage staff effectively
- Gain more ability to be ‘solution’ focused
- Develop more flexibility and purposeful action

**Greater Organisational And Strategic Skills ...**

- Tools and techniques for faster response time when making strategic changes
- Learn to use models of management and motivation powerfully
- Learn how to accommodate a stressful environment calmly
- Learn concise reporting language, enabling you to work business and staff more efficiently
- Find out about the NLP skills for dissolving conflict and dispute

**Self Development And Emotional Intelligence ...**

- Greater clarity of outcomes and achievement of goals
- Be more purposeful, more focused and have greater intent for what you want
- Less time will be required preparing for staff and/or clients
- Overcoming blocks/resistance within your unconscious mind
- Heal the past, especially anything holding you back from success
- Manage your thoughts, feelings, emotions, behaviours and moods more effectively
- Achieve greater personal alignment
- Gain increased self-esteem, self image, self-motivation
- Learn skills to transform fear
- Find out how to turn procrastination into action
- You can choose your emotions instead of being run by them

**NLP Skills Can Be Utilised To –**

- Design your professional life the way you desire
- Have your personal life being the way you want
- Be competent providing skilled assistance for others
- Achieve great results effectively and consistently.... more often!

*Having A More Fulfilling Life*
NLP Practitioner Certification

Neuro Linguistic Programming, Collective Intelligences Coaching, Time Line, & Hypnotherapy


Beginning
7th September 2018
(12 Days over 4 months)

Module 1:
September 7th - 9th 2018

Module 2:
October 5th - 7th 2018

Module 3:
November 9th 11th 2018

Module 4:
December 7th - 9th 2018

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL PRICE
Pay by Friday 4th August 2018 - SAVE $990.00
Internationally Recognised Certification
Click Here For More Info:
NLP Master Practitioner Certification

Neuro Linguistic Programming, Collective Intelligences Coaching, Whole Brain Techniques, LAB Profile, Time Line, & Hypnotherapy

ABNLP, NLPU, IICT - Internationally Accredited Training.

Adding Value at Deeper Levels of Advanced Communication, Connection and Understanding to your Basic NLP Skills.
(Recognised NLP Practitioner Certification is a pre-requisite)

Creating Balance Between
Your Thinking, Your Creativity,
Your Communication & Values,
Your Identity and Actions in
Creating A Winning Attitude,
Successful Outcomes and
Your Optimum Health & Wellbeing.

Beginning September 14th 2018
(16 Days over 4 months)

Module 1: September 14th - 17th 2018
Module 2: October 12th - 15th 2018
Module 3: November 16th - 19th 2018
Module 4: December 14th - 17th 2018

Pay By Friday 11th August 2018 and Receive EARLY BIRD Prices.
Internationally Recognised Certification
Click Here For More Info;
"I want everyone to know that I have been training NLP for most of 40 years. Co facilitating many trainings and seminars with John Grinder, Robert Dilts, Judith Lowe and many more wonderful and intelligent people. I have met lots of amazing learners from many places on the globe and let me say, Lorna is one is a million. Lorna is a master trainer, yes, an educator who can bring many practical skills and models to your organisation and to her students. However, she is so much more, she is also a wonderful mentor and sponsor. She shares her life experiences with great authenticity. She is fun and extremely creative. She takes what she learns and makes it better. She knows how to support the context or field of learning and covering all the spaces which is so important in learning. On top of that Lorna has a very deep and wide knowledge of NLP. She has studied with many of the best NLP trainers. I am proud to walk the path of NLP with Lorna, as a friend and colleague."

Judith Delozier. NLP Developer/Trainer

I am delighted to recommend to your organization Lorna Bukkland. I have known her since 2002. We first met when I was helping with both a Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) Practitioner and a NLP Master Practitioner training. Now, Lorna didn’t stop her studies with our courses. As you will see with her application, she has gone on to attain numerous certifications in NLP, Hypnosis, Time-Line Therapy, Neuro-Semantics as well as numerous other certification.

Indeed, in my opinion, Lorna is one of the most highly trained persons in all of NLP. Few have surpassed her hunger for more and more knowledge in these helping disciplines. Lorna puts all of this knowledge of how the brain processes information to use, along with Heart and Gut intelligences in assisting her clients in gaining a much more complete and balanced life.

In explaining something about her commitment to learn and to heal, I will share about her work with People Who Stutter (PWS). I am happy to recommend Lorna as an NLP Trainer and for her NLP trainings. What a privilege I had when Lorna invited me to fly from Charlotte, North Carolina, to her home in Brisbane, Australia. There Lorna and I jointly led a group of People Who Stutter in a week long study of how these disciplines could contribute mightily to their lives. Indeed, many PWS have gained more fluency with some gaining total fluency through the use of these tools. I am so thankful to Lorna for her introducing these powerful tools to the PWS community in Australia.

Her husband, Jon, was a PWS, but, he taught himself how to change his thinking so that he no longer stuttered. Jon is now and has been for a long time a fluent individual. No one would ever know that he ever stuttered. So, Lorna knew before I knew that stuttering didn’t have to be permanent. This is another example of both her compassion for her husband as well as compassion for other PWS who felt themselves trapped in this awful struggle. Lorna knew, the fact that if her husband Jon, could learn how to let his fear of stuttering go, others could as well. The “fear of stuttering” as well as the “fear of being made fun of” because of it, actually triggered the stuttering speech tragedy. Stuttering is just one example of how Lorna is concerned about the hurts of humanity and her commitment to alleviate as much suffering as possible. She knows how to help others heal and with the skills that she has learned, she is good at it.

It is with great delight that I recommend Lorna Bukkland to you and your institution/organisation. You will not find a more committed and compassionate person than she. Lorna understands how childhood emotional and physical pain creates beliefs, values, memories, understandings, etc. that lead to poor decision making in their adult lives. These disciplines that Lorna knows so well, allows her to discover their wisdom and uncover these emotional hurts and lead the client to bring healing of the hurts through reframing. She is a real “Jewel”.


I have been involved in NLP since 1983 and have conducted trainings in many different countries since being certified as an NLP Trainer. For 20 years, I co-trained NLP with Tim Hallbom. We also owned a large NLP Center in Salt Lake City and produced a successful, informative NLP Journal called Anchor Point for many years.

I have been involved with Lorna Bukkland for over 8 years through NLPU in Santa Cruz. Lorna assisted with many of the programs that are offered there - the Practitioner, Master Practitioner, Trainer and Master Trainer Programs were all fortunate to have Lorna as a Resource Person and Coordinator. Her up-beat attitude and can do manner make her easy to work with. She cares deeply for people and is great at supporting them in many different ways so they can achieve their goals. Lorna goes the extra mile without being asked.

I also admire Lorna for her dedication to learning. She is continually taking classes to improve her skills and add to what she can offer her students. I salute her for that. Lorna would be a welcome addition to your Organisation or NLP Association. I recommend that you consider her for her trainings and or membership.

Suzi Smith. NLP Trainer, Author, Coach
Working in an engineering environment for most of my life, I have been amazed at the change in our environment between the engineers and the draughtsman since completing the training, there is also so much more respect between the CEO’s, management and contractors. I have personally achieved a much better understanding of individuals different communicating styles.  

Bruce. Engineer, Perth

It’s is both, a pleasure and an honor for me to recommend Lorna Bukkland for being a member of your organization. I’ve known her personally and professionally for over 8 years now, being a dear friend to me and a wonderful and admirable trainer. I truly believe that a trainer’s effectiveness comes from the quality of the relationship he or she builds with the trainees, and I think this is one of the most amazing skills I recognize in Lorna. She has trained herself in so many places, lines and with different trainers, so her knowledge background is very solid, and she has a lot of information and wisdom to share. Nevertheless, I think that the reason she actually gets her message across in a powerful way is because she is an honest and congruent person, who focuses first on building the warm space where people can fill welcome and held, and then be open to learning and personal growth. She is always proactive and careful with details, she sincerely cares for the people around her and she’s kind and generous. She is authentic, creative and she captivates her audiences with her sense of humor. She is confident and she has great presentation skills, and the ability to support each person’s learning path in a smooth and subtle way. I’ve learnt very much from her, and I’m absolutely sure she will contribute and enrich your organization.

Lorna is also a great mentor and continues to assist and develop her students after completion of training. NLP has helped me to better understand people and the games and politics that are played out every day and can explain and teach NLP in a way that greatly assists people to understand and learn the NLP principles and practices and in turn themselves. Lorna is generous with her time and strives to assist and motivate her students and graduates to learn and grow. I cannot recommend Lorna highly enough as a world class Master trainer and Mentor in NLP. Lorna is an amazing ability to make you feel at home straight away with her integrity, honesty, professionalism and warmth. She goes over and beyond to ensure your training is an enjoyable experience in a safe and warm environment. I have seen other students get massive results that change their world and see them living a more purposeful life. I can’t recommend Lorna enough. She gives so much to so many people because she is passionate about what she does. Lorna has assisted me with projects for the long term unemployed. She has left them feeling inspired by giving them the tools to deal with everyday life. After her training the students are more confident and capable of moving forward in their lives.

I was lucky enough to be introduced to Lorna at a networking meeting. After getting to know her and realising her extensive knowledge on NLP I had no hesitation in booking into her NLP Practitioners Training. She offers immense value for practical, thorough an accredited NLP training - if I had of known just how valuable and enlightening the information was she offered before I did my training I would have signed up earlier. Her course changed my life in a powerful way. I have gained immense clarity, tools and the ability to move forward with passion and purpose in my life and career.

Lorna has an amazing ability to make you feel at home straight away with her integrity, honesty, professionalism and warmth. She goes over and beyond to ensure your training is an enjoyable experience in a safe and warm environment. I have seen other students get massive results that change their world and see them living a more purposeful life. I can’t recommend Lorna enough. She gives so much to so many people because she is passionate about what she does. Lorna has assisted me with projects for the long term unemployed. She has left them feeling inspired by giving them the tools to deal with everyday life. After her training the students are more confident and capable of moving forward in their lives.

Robyn Donnelly  Project Coordinator/Mentor  Busy at Work

I had an interest in NLP from several colleagues explaining how it had assisted them to better understand themselves and in turn understand others. I was fortunate to have Lorna as my instructor, trainer and mentor through my NLP Practitioners Training. Lorna has a deep understanding and knowledge of NLP and can explain and teach NLP in a way that greatly assists people to understand and learn the NLP principles and practices and in turn themselves.

Lorna is also a great mentor and continues to assist and develop her students after completion of training. NLP has helped me to better understand people and the games and politics that are played out every day in corporate life. Lorna has also trained and worked with one of my colleagues and has also assisted him greatly in his life journey. Lorna is generous with her time and strives to assist and motivate her students and graduates to learn and grow. I cannot recommend Lorna highly enough as a world class Master trainer and Mentor in NLP.

Robyn Donnelly  Project Coordinator/Mentor  Busy at Work

Kevin Coates  Project Manager  Endeavour Foundation

NLP and the LAB - Words That Change Minds trainings has mad such a difference in my life, after years of being pushed and stressed, with so much pressure always wanting to be there for my patients, my family was suffering. I now have so many more insights and understanding of the way that I think and do things in my medical practice with my patients, and at home with my family. It is 5 years since I attended my training of NLP in Brisbane. I have so much more balance, I am so much more comfortable and less stressed, I have been a GP for 28 years and learnt so much about the human mind and the way we process things on a daily basis, create our scenarios and stop ourselves from trying things that are not in the medical journals. I am now able to enjoy my leisure time instead of being continually stressed and tired.

Dr  Michael. Melbourne

As a HR Manager I attended the Brisbane NLP Training to really experience what all the hype about NLP was all about. I really enjoyed this and there was a lot of strategies that I experienced that will make a great difference in how I work. I will be putting into place a lot of new things that will implement a better working environment. NLP gives you all that you need to improve the way we do things, that will make a difference. Thank you Lorna and Jon for providing the space for an enjoyable, and valuable training. I am taking away so many things that I can and will begin using immediatley.  

Greg, Brisbane